27/03/20 to 09/04/20

Bhog Messages for Dadi Janki

Madhuban

On Friday 27th March at 2.00 am, Dadi Jankiji completed her life’s journey, renounced her physical costume
and went into BapDada’s lap. The physical body was taken on a pilgrimage of Pandav Bhawan and Gyan
Sarovar and then was taken to Shantivan. After offering a loving tribute to Dadiji, the final cremation
ceremony took place at 12.00 noon in the garden outside the Conference Hall. In the evening at 6.30pm,
Shashiben offered bhog for Dadiji in the Meeting Hall. After that, for 13 days, Rukmaniben offered bhog
for Dadi Jankiji in the sitting room of Shakti Bhawan. The messages received from the subtle region are
being sent to you.
1)
27/03/20 – Message from Shashiben
Today, as I reached the subtle region carrying the love and remembrance of all the brothers and sisters from
this land and abroad, the subtle region was very beautifully decorated. On one side, there were angels
standing with garlands in their hands and on the opposite side, in the midst of sparkling light, Dadiji was
visible. First, the angels welcomed Dadiji and sat Dadi on a beautiful throne on which was written: Vishwa
Adhikari (one who has conquered the world), the one who has won everyone’s hearts. Then the angels
started to shower flowers on Dadi, and the flowers were forming the words “Multimillions at every step”.
Dadi was watching everything just being detached and loving. Then, Baba was visible coming from
opposite. As she saw Baba, she opened her arms and said: My Baba has come! Then Dadi said to Baba:
Why are all of these doing this? So the angels replied in a very sweet voice: our sweet Mother who
sustained the whole world, the one who has multimillions at her every step, is today in the midst of us, and
this is why we are dancing with happiness. Then Dadi became fully decorated with the light. This scene
became merged in a short time, and then the Tower of Peace and some pillars were visible in the front, and
these pillars formed a beautiful path. Baba said: The child has prepared many such pillars for the task of
world transformation. There were also people from many different professions, such as scientists,
politicians, religious leaders, etc. All of them were sharing their own feelings for Dadiji.
Then I said: Dadi, you flew and went away to Baba. Why did you go away? Dadi replied: This body of
mine was playing games every day. I used to tell Baba: Baba, this body does not co-operate with me
anymore. So Baba called me to the subtle region. Then Baba said: Though, physically, the child was lying
in bed, Baba was taking her on a world tour. The child would fill each one with power for the task of world
transformation and would inspire them. Dadi would say: Baba, this is Your work, I am just an instrument.
You are Karavanhar. So Baba said: Child, even in the advance party, there are such tasks remaining that
need to be given the donation of yoga and to intensify the speed of world transformation and Baba is giving
you that responsibility. Dadi was just smiling.
Then Baba made the whole Brahmin family emerge in the subtle region. So Dadi asked: Baba, why have so
many people come here? Baba said: They all have a lot of love for you in their hearts. They have all come
to share the feelings in their hearts. Now, at present, in the world, there are such situations that no one was
able to come here physically, and this is why Baba called everyone here in the subtle region. Dadi was
looking at everyone with a lot of love. I said: Dadi, today, all Dadis, senior brothers and sisters and all your
service companions are remembering you a lot. So, all of them were emerged in the subtle region and Dadi
took hold of Baba’s hand and it was as though she gave everyone’s hands in Baba’s hand and said: All of
them are under Baba’s canopy of protection. All of them are serving with a lot of love. I also learnt a lot
staying with all of them. They looked after me as though they were looking after a little child. Then she
said: Baba, what return can I give them for the service they did for me? They taught me a lot, gave me
many experiences, kept me light and enabled me to move forward. Baba said: You played the part of being
a conqueror of attachment till the last moment. You became an example of being loving and detached and
came to the Father. I then said: Dadi, I have brought you special bhog. Baba began to give the bhog to Dadi
and she said: I alone cannot eat this. Also feed all of them. Then along with feeding Dadi, Baba also fed
everyone. I then asked: Dadi, do you want to say anything to all of them? She replied: Baba says: Always
learn the lesson of belonging to One and being economical. This is what I have learnt, so let everyone pay
attention to this. According to the time, newness has to be brought into each one’s efforts. World
transformation has to be brought about through self-transformation. The task that remains now has to be
accomplished very quickly. One strength and one support. I and my Baba. Always remain Baba’s

companion, hold Baba’s hand, step onto Baba’s footsteps, fly and make others fly. Then Baba said: Look,
even the situations are showing their form to accomplish their task. In the future, the form of service will
change through these situations and revelation will take place. Saying this, Baba gave remembrances to
everyone and I came back. Achcha.
2)
28/03/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, I reached Baba in the subtle region carrying bhog for Dadi and giving Baba remembrance of
everyone, I said: Baba, today, I have brought bhog for Dadi. Baba then made Dadi emerge. I said: Dadi, I
used to come to meet you all the time, but today, I have brought bhog for you. Dadi became silent for one
second. Seeing Dadi’s silent face, Baba said: Child, Dadi’s fortune is very high because before she went, all
the elements completely cleansed everything. There were very strong winds and the elements cleansed
everything. (The day before, there were very strong winds and heavy rain in Madhuban.) When the body
became quiet, the child came into Baba’s lap, and then the elements also began to quieten down. Dadi has
come at such a time when the conditions of the world are going through many obstacles. At such a time, the
elements need a lot of sakaash. When the child was in the corporeal form, she used to specially give a lot of
sakaash to nature. Even now, while the child is sitting with Baba in the subtle region, being with Baba she is
giving sakaash to the whole world. The child’s duty of giving sakaash to the world was very significant.
Now, even people of the world are giving their co-operation to matter and the Brahmin children are giving
special sakaash with the power of yoga. Each one is co-operating in one way or another. Each one is
experimenting with one thing or another. Baba then said: For this child to come at this time is very
significant because from all three places (the souls residing in the incorporeal world, the subtle deities
(angels) in the subtle region, and Brahmin souls in the corporeal form) – the child is receiving a lot of cooperation from all three places, and with this co-operation, the work that the child will do in the future, all
the souls that are still remaining will be awakened through the vibrations from Dadi.
Dadi was internally very happy. Baba said: Baba has called this child at such a time when all souls need to
receive sakaash. The child has done this work from the beginning, and even now, she will stay in the subtle
region for a short time and will become an instrument to enable this work to be carried out. Baba was
saying this looking at Dadi and Dadi was also looking at Baba and listening with attention.
I said to Baba: I have brought bhog for Dadi and to Dadi, I said: I have brought everyone’s remembrance
and bhog for you. Baba said: The child anyway used to eat very little from the beginning, and so Baba will
feed the bhog from that place to His children in the same way and will satisfy all the children. Baba gave
drishti to each of the items with a lot of love and then made Dadi accept bhog.
I said: Dadi, all your companions are sitting here. The subtle remembrance of all of them is reaching you, is
it not? Dadi said: Till the very end, everyone served me a lot and I can never forget that. I have taken a lot
of service from everyone. That was also the fortune of all of them. Dadi remembered each one personally
by name and gave them personal remembrance and said: You have accumulated your fortune of service
through this too. Remembering all her service companions by name, Hansaben, Jayantiben, Kumarbhai,
Gopiben, she said: I am with everyone. Just as you have created the atmosphere now, keep it like that.
Saying this, Dadi became introverted.
I then said to Baba: Baba, I will bring bhog every day for the next 11-12 days. Baba said: You may do so,
Baba will keep the child emerged. Definitely come to offer bhog. Baba and Dadi gave love and
remembrance in this way and I came down again.
3)
29/03/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, as I reached Baba in the subtle region with the bhog, as soon as I got there, I said to Baba: Baba,
where is Dadi? I have brought bhog for Dadi. It was as though Dadi was sitting beside Baba, sitting next to
Baba, she was looking at Baba with a lot of love. It felt as though she was sitting there to take a lot from
Baba. As I said that I have come with bhog for Dadi, Baba opened the bhog tray and Dadi put her hand out
to take something from the plate and was trying to eat it. Then Baba said: Look, even the sakar days,
whenever anyone brought some sweet toli to her, Dadi always felt like eating a tiny bit. So, looking at the

bhog tray, Dadi began to say: Baba, the bhog has come for me. Baba said: Only you will be fed this bhog.
You haven’t eaten properly for many days, you haven’t even eaten bhog. So today, Baba first fed Dadi.
Then Dadi asked: What is happening down below? I replied: Dadi, yoga tapasya is taking place. Dadi said:
It is good that everyone has got a chance to do tapasya. Whenever I used to ask Baba’s children, all of them
used to say, “this is my service and I remain busy in that.” They weren’t able to have yoga, but the
circumstances according to the time have taught them this too. Brahmin children have received special time
to make their own effort and to do tapasya. I, too, as a detached observer from the subtle region, am seeing
to what extent each Brahmin child is engaged in making their own effort. Baba and the elements have given
time such that each one can make their own effort. It felt as though Dadi was sitting in the subtle region and
making Baba give signals to the children for them to make special effort. Baba said: It is good that for this
child’s sake, you will also continue to come to the subtle region. Baba will keep the child in the subtle
region for a few days, then she will go on service. Then Dadi gave special remembrance to the sisters from
abroad, saying that each one of them is remembering Dadi in their own places, but also make sure that
together with remembering Dadi, you also remember Baba. Then Baba made Dadi merge, then Baba gave
everyone loving remembrance and I came down.
4)
30/03/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
I went to Baba carrying everyone’s remembrance. Dadi was sitting near Baba. As soon as I saw Dadi, I
said: Today, I have come with everyone’s remembrance and bhog. Just then, I saw that a very beautiful tiny
garland came around Dadi’s neck. I continued to watch, wondering where the garland came from. As I was
watching, I was seeing that the garland was becoming bigger, and the flowers of the garland were of many
beautiful varieties. Gradually, the garland became even bigger than Dadi. Baba asked: Child, did you
understand? I replied: I don’t know why the garland became big. Baba said: Look, child, according to the
time, as the bhavna and love for Dadi continues to increase in the children, in the form of flowers of the
garland, that is also becoming bigger. The garland became so big that it was as though Dadi was not able to
look after herself in it. Baba supported it with His finger and Dadi stood up, then Baba said: Look, the
garland is looking so beautiful. Then I saw that there was something or other written on the flowers in the
garland. Dadi is very entertaining, mature, image of mercy, there were many such slogans written. Dadi
was not able to wear the garland for long, and so she put the garland around Baba’s neck. Baba asked: Why
did you put this garland around my neck? So Dadi replied: Baba, the virtues written on these flowers, You
have given me all of them, and this is why this garland is surrendered to You. Baba said: No child, you have
become equal to the Father in the same way. Even on the last flower, it was written: A mine of divine
virtues. The service that you have done at the confluence age, the fortune that you have created, you have
accumulated blessings from many souls, Baba showed all of that to you in the form of a garland and put that
garland on you.
I said: I have brought everyone’s remembrance. All were sitting there. Baba said: The remembrance of
everyone for Dadi is reaching Baba and Dadi. Baba made Dadi accept bhog with a lot of love. Dadi then
said: It is good that everyone comes to Dadi’s place for one or another reason. Just as Brahmin children
never forget Baba, in the same way, Dadi cannot forget the subtle remembrance. The pull of remembrance
reaches the Brahmin children. Saying this, Baba gave remembrance to Hansaben and Jayantiben making
them emerge and then merged them again.
5)
31/03/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
As I reached the subtle region, I saw that Baba and Dadi were just returning from a tour somewhere. Seeing
them in front of me, I asked Baba: Baba, during the day, where are You returning from? Baba smiled and
said: Today, in the early morning, the child made a special request at amrit vela to go on a tour of the lands
abroad. Baba said: Ok, child, you are now free and Baba can also take you on a tour very well and this is
why Baba had taken the child on a tour. Dadi said: This time, I was unable to meet the brothers and sisters
who had come for the last meeting. I had a little feeling in my mind that I should meet them in one way or
another, even in a subtle form and so had gone on a tour. After that, I asked Baba: What did Dadi see?
Baba replied: Dadi had specially gone on a tour to see what the children abroad were doing. While on the
tour, Dadi was seeing that everyone, according to their own time and their own stage, were engaged in
making their own efforts. Now, there was no external work and so all were doing tapasya. Baba looked at
Dadi and said: Just see, there aren’t any children who are being disturbed, are there? Dadi said: Baba, You

have this power of discernment. You will guide me, will you not? Baba said: In the sakar form, you had the
experience of all situations of the children, and so you used to draw their attention to that in a practical way.
This is why you would also know about it now. In many places, children are in Baba’s remembrance
anyway, but they are also merged in remembrance of Dadi because they were unable to meet Dadi in her
final moments.
Baba said: Now, you can give them drishti with such sakaash that they become complete in every way.
Then Dadi said: If You and I both give powerful vibrations then these children from abroad will make
themselves full in every way and the feeling of emptiness that they have in their minds will finish. So, both
had gone on a tour in this way.
Dadi said: I am seeing that the children have bhavna and love in their every vein and they also have just as
much love for Dadi. And the children are continuing to move along with that love and bhavna.
Remembrance of Dadi is merged in the children.
Then I placed the bhog tray in front of them and Dadi said: Baba, bhog has come. Baba said: It is for you,
and so you will be fed that. Baba fed Dadi with a lot of love and Dadi was eating each piece with a lot of
love.
I asked: Dadi, do you want to say anything to anyone? She replied: I have become a complete conqueror of
attachment. I am sitting beside Baba, but even then, when I remember someone from time to time, just as I
especially remembered the children abroad at amrit vela today, then Baba took me there. In the same way,
give all the Brahmin children and everyone lots and lots of love-filled remembrance from Dadi. Then Baba
gave everyone loving remembrance and bringing love and remembrance, and having made them accept the
bhog, I came down again. Om shanti.
6)
01/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
As soon as I reached the subtle region, I saw Dadi’s form very beautifully decorated in the form of a
goddess. Looking at her, she appeared very beautiful and powerful. I said: Today, Dadi is sitting very
beautifully decorated. Baba said: Now, in the world, it is the time of the nine nights of the goddesses. The
non-living idols of the goddesses have been kept locked up. In the sakar days, when Dadi used to be in a
gathering or in a hall, then after class, Dadi would entertain all the Brahmin children with her hands, drishti
or her feet. At that time, many children would experience Dadi in the form of a Shakti or a goddess. This is
why, today, Dadi has been made to sit in the form of a Shakti. There were many types of ornaments and
weapons in Dadi’s hands. Baba said: Whatever powers the Dadis had, whatever task they carried out with
their hands, feet or drishti or even grant visions, they would make others powerful and this is why Baba has
made the child sit in the subtle region in the form of a goddess. In the world, the doors to the temples may
be closed, but in the subtle region, the doors are not closed to anyone. Dadi is sitting very carefree in the
subtle region and giving experiences to the devotees and Brahmin children. Today, Baba has made her sit in
that powerful form with the ornaments and the weapons. When Dadi was in the physical form, many
Brahmin souls would experience Dadi as that. Now, in her avyakt form, Dadi can give Brahmin souls
anywhere that power and sakaash. Baba will continue to give all the Brahmin children visions and
experiences of all Dadi’s forms, her actions and all the places. Then Baba merged that scene.
I placed the bhog in front of Baba and Baba made Dadi accept that with a lot of love. I said: Dadi, you are
seated in a decorated form, so what blessing are you going to give everyone? Dadi replied: The service that
Baba has made me do and the powers that He has given me, all the Brahmin children know that. All the
Brahmin children are engaged in that task. Saying this, she gave love and remembrances to everyone with a
lot of love. As everyone came and sat with love, Baba also emerges all the children in the subtle region.
Then, taking leave from Baba and Dadi, I came back down. Om shanti.
7)
02/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben on the day of the Satguru, after murli class and bhog
As I reached the subtle region carrying bhog, I especially saw Baba and with Baba, I also saw Dadi Janki. I
was seeing that Baba and Dadi had especially gone on a tour of all the centres. Today, Baba and Dadi went
on a tour of all the places. They saw the children of this land and the foreign lands and were experiencing

that at the present time, all the brothers and sisters of all the centres, were sitting in groups of 4, 8, 10 in their
own places and were remembering Baba and also offering bhog. This is why Baba especially took Dadiji on
a tour today. I said: I too have come with bhog and I have also brought remembrances of all the Brahmin
children. Baba and Dadi smiled and Baba said: In today’s scene, I felt that because in the beginning, some
children were in bondage and so they would secretly come to Baba’s home and would have experiences of
Baba’s company. Some would be staying in their own homes, but would also have experiences of Baba’s
company. Today, at the present moment, all Baba’s children and the teachers too, are all having yoga and
also specially offering bhog to Dadiji. Baba said: Dadi was an incarnation of belonging to One and being
economical. From the beginning, she made the Brahmin children make this lesson firm, and in the end too,
Dadi became an incarnation of economy and did not allow a penny to be spent on her and went away
teaching everyone the lesson of belonging to One and of being economical. Whatever she used to tell
others, she demonstrated that practically. Many continue to have thoughts that they didn’t meet Dadi, or
were unable to go at that time. Baba said: This is why Baba took Dadi on a tour of the centres today. Dadi
always used to ask: Who am I? Who is mine? Dadi went away having become an incarnation of this.
Hearing what Baba was saying, Dadi was smiling in her own mind.
I said: Dadiji, all the Brahmin children and the family are remembering you a lot. She said: I am also
remembering all of them in the subtle form because in the final moments, my body was not co-operating
with me that much. Sometimes, I used to think that I have become tired of this old body. If Baba wants me
to do some other service, then Baba will call me. Dadi was speaking and Baba said: Whatever thought the
child had, that would be accomplished practically and this is why, on the basis of thoughts, Baba said: Look,
even the elements co-operated with Dadi. First the stormy winds cleansed everything, and then with the
heavy rains, it cleared everything, and then, with the elements of the old world, Baba called her in the subtle
region. Dadi was a conqueror of matter and a conqueror of Maya. Baba gave the blessings of being a
conqueror of the elements and a conqueror of Maya, and Dadi came to the subtle region at such a time.
Baba then said: When the atmosphere of the elements of the world is like this, Baba has called Dadi in the
subtle region at such a time in order for her to give sakaash. Dadi was listening to what Baba was saying
with a lot of attention.
I said to Dadi: Everyone is remembering you. Do you want to say anything to everyone? She replied: Now,
according to the time, for the time that you are going through now, or the time that is going to come in the
future, all Brahmin children have to make their stage, their effort, their actions and their activity very high
and elevated. My pure thought and bhavna is that each of the Brahmin children, whether in this land or
abroad, let all the children continue to move along with the great mantra of remembrance that Baba has
given, and so when Baba is with you, there cannot be the slightest harm there. Saying this, Baba made Dadi
accept bhog with a lot of love and Dadi, too, with a signal with her hands, gave all the Brahmin children
love-filled remembrance. Dadi made all the sisters of the centre emerge and gave them love and
remembrance. Accepting love and remembrance for everyone, I came down. Om shanti.
8)
02/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Carrying love and remembrances of all the brothers and sisters, I reached the subtle region. As soon as I
arrived there, I saw that Baba had especially emerged all the Dadis who have gone into the advance party.
Dadi, Didi, Mama and all the Dadis were standing there in a circle. Seeing such a big crowd standing in a
circle, I was a little afraid for a moment, that I was a little one in the midst of all of these Dadis. The Dadis
had one or another ornament in their hands, each one of them had one or another Shakti in their hands, such
as the discus, conch shell, lotus flower and there were one or another virtues written on them. Suddenly,
Dadi Janki appeared in the midst of them. Everyone, as a Shakti, stood up, and there was a wand in each
one’s hand. I took the bhog plate and just sat beside them and began to watch these scenes. Everyone was
very happy to see Dadi and were saying: Dadi has now come into our team. Dadi was also very happy on
seeing all the Dadis and Dadas of the advance party. Seeing them, it felt as thought they were filling
everyone with a bright power of the mind and strength. Looking at me, Baba asked me: What are you
seeing? I said to Baba: Baba, seeing all these things in their hands, I am a little afraid. Baba said: The child
has come into the advance party and so everyone has come to welcome Dadi. Baba called all the children.
Why did Baba show all the ornaments of the powers in their hands? Whatever are the current circumstances
of the world today, nothing is going to happen to Baba’s children. Nevertheless, the things that have come

in front of us, you have to chase them away and finish them with the basis of your powers, the weapons that
you have of the powers of knowledge and yoga.
All the Dadis of the advance party have been called and all were having some heart to heart conversations
and I was observing as a detached observer. Baba said: It feels as though all those who have gone into the
advance party are busy in their service. Altogether, they are going to carry out a new task because even in
the sakar days when the Dadis were in a gathering, they used to make plans. Even now, they are continuing
to make plans. For instance, when a new guest comes to your home, everyone is very happy. In the same
way, the Dadis of the advance party were very happy.
Baba said: This situation has come for the Brahmin children to make their stage unshakeable and
immovable. Then, Baba made Dadi accept bhog and the Dadis whom Baba has called in the subtle region,
Baba fed them bhog with a lot of love also, and then merged everyone. Then Baba said: As the time is
passing by, all the Brahmin children are being pulled towards Dadi and this is why Baba also understands,
but then Dadi will become engaged in her own service. Saying this, Baba then gave loving remembrances
from His heart to all brothers and sisters, all the Dadis also gave love and remembrance and carrying the
love and remembrance, I came back down. Om shanti.
9)
03/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, as I went to the subtle region, I saw Dadi with Baba and I felt in my mind as though the very subtle
remembrance of everyone was especially reaching Dadi because according to the time, many sisters from
Bharat are remembering Dadi. I also gave Dadi and Baba remembrance of all the brothers and sisters who
are residents of Shantivan, Munniben, Nirwairbhai and everyone else. After I gave remembrance, Baba
said: Definitely everyone will remember Dadi because of the service that the child has done in this land and
abroad. After Dadi Prakashmani left, Dadi Janki stayed in Madhuban, did service everywhere and through
this, she won everyone’s hearts. All the brothers and sisters of Bharat, and especially the teachers had a lot
of love for Dadi and this is why Dadi has accumulated so many blessings. In the beginning too, Dadi laid
the foundation for service in Delhi, Bombay, Pune etc. And then the way that Dadi toured the world, she
accumulated in her account of accumulation a lot. No one else could do that much. Today, many sisters
from Bharat were emerging in front of Baba. All were saying to Dadi, it is now eight days, and many sisters
are offering bhog for Dadi and also having yoga. Baba said: This child also had a lot of love for everyone in
her heart and because of that love in her heart, all the Brahmin children and the family are giving Dadi lots
of blessings and love. Just see how she started service in Bharat. The first service place was Pune. When
Dadi went on a tour, in the end too, Dadi went on a tour of the first service place and that was Pune. After
that, Dadi was in bed and was meeting everyone through the subtle form. I said: Dadi, everyone from
Shantivan is remembering you a lot. Dadi said: Just as everyone in the Brahmin family knows the
importance of Dadi, in the same way, Dadi also knows the importance of all the Brahmin children. Dadi
especially remembered Kishorbhai because the brothers especially prepare the bhog. Dadi was also
especially remembering the teachers of Bharat. In the subtle region, scenes of all the Brahmin children were
continuing to emerge in front of Dadi from time to time.
Bhog was placed in front of Baba. Dadi requested Baba to eat it first. Baba said: Bhog has come for you
and then, with a lot of love, Baba made Dadi accept bhog. Dadi said: Give everyone my love and
remembrance from the heart, because the more all of you remember me, sitting in the subtle region, that
remembrance is pulling me in a subtle way. Saying this, she gave lots and lots of love and remembrance to
everyone and carrying that love and remembrance, I came down. Om shanti.
10) 04/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, I reached the subtle region carrying bhog and gave Baba remembrance of everyone. Dadiji was
sitting beside Baba and she asked me: What is the situation down below? I replied: There is peace
everywhere, no one can come or go anywhere. Baba smiled and said: The elements have made everyone sit
in one place in solitude. It will take some time for this situation to be put right again, because everything all
over the world is in fluctuation. Baba said: Even the Brahmin children are having thoughts. Baba and Dadi
are seeing that everyone is having thoughts about what is going to happen to the yagya and the centres after
Dadi has gone. Baba said: All these type of thoughts will continue. But it is Baba’s task, Baba has

established it and this is going to continue, but this situation that has come for the Brahmin children, the
souls who have gone are seeing the condition of the world and they are remembering the old scenes. They
are remembering the yagya. Dadi was looking at Baba with a lot of love and was nodding her head. Baba
said: Child, the time has come and will also go, but on the basis of the faith in their intellect, the Brahmin
children have to remain firm. Baba was looking at the world and the souls of the world and signalling
towards them. Dadi said: Baba, I am even now remembering some Brahmin children. Baba said: You have
ignited the light of many souls, and created their fortune and so you are remembering them.
Today, Dadi especially remembered all those from the hospital, from Gyan Sarovar, from the Hospital and
though they served for a short time, they served wholeheartedly. Each Brahmin child had so much regard
and respect for Dadi. Dadi went having made her account of accumulation and account of charity full.
Today, I have come bringing the remembrance of everyone for such a soul who is so full. Baba looked at
the bhog tray and made Dadi accept bhog.
I said: Dadi, everyone comes to your cottage to sit there and have yoga. Baba said: It is good. When
everyone comes and has yoga, Dadi receives sakaash and Dadi also remembers everyone in that form.
Saying this, Baba gave love and remembrance to Hansaben too and carrying everyone’s love and
remembrance, I came down. Om shanti.
11) 05/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
I reached Baba in the subtle region with the bhog, and as soon as I arrived there, Baba said: Today, very
powerful remembrance of the children is reaching Baba. They are not just remembering, but very powerful
remembrance is reaching Baba. Just then, I saw that some little toys were placed near Baba. I asked: Baba,
what are these toys? Baba replied: Everyone continues to play games with these toys in the physical world
and they continue to watch the games. The toys were mobiles. Baba said: People of the world also continue
to play with these toys. They continue to hear the sounds and conversations very far, far away. Baba
continues to watch this and Dadi also, sitting in the subtle region, continues to watch these scenes. Just then,
I saw that Dadi Janki, Dadi Gulzar and Dadi Prakashmani were also emerged in the subtle region. Gulzar
Dadi was standing in the middle and both Dadis were on either side of her. Baba said: Both these Dadis
have become avyakt from vyakt (physical), what is this Dadi doing now? Looking at Gulzar Dadi, Baba
said: This Dadi is also engaged in giving sakaash to souls. Just as children listen to conversations from far
away on these little toys, in the same way, these Dadis too, sitting in the subtle region, are carrying out the
task of giving sakaash and light. You children also have to continue to do this service. Children of the
advance party are also doing this service. Each Brahmin child is engaged in doing their own service. Janki
Dadi saw Gulzar Dadi and embraced her. A very bright light emerged from the forehead of both Dadis and
was spreading into the world.
Baba said: Everyone’s remembrance is reaching Dadi and Baba in advance. I said: Baba, I have brought
bhog. Baba said: Child, sit. Today, a special thought of the children’s remembrance is reaching Baba and
Baba is emerging all of them. Emerging everyone, Baba said to Dadi: Everyone has served you and so, you
feed them something. Emerging everyone, Baba and Dadi fed everyone with a lot of love and gave them
flowers. A very beautiful meeting was taking place in the subtle region. Accepting the bhog, both Dadis
became merged. Dadi Janki was sitting beside Baba and she was looking at all the Brahmin children with a
lot of love. Giving such love and remembrances, they sent me back down.
12) 06/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
As I reached the subtle region, I saw that Baba was waiting for the children. I saw Dadi sitting on top of a
mountain, like an idol. I said: Baba, You have sat Dadi on top of a mountain. I have brought bhog for Dadi.
Baba said: All the temples to the goddesses are always high up on the mountains. Baba also came to Mt
Abu. Baba made some other Dadis emerge there in their decorated forms. These Dadis have carried out
their tasks in an incognito way. This is why everyone goes in front of the goddesses in their own way. Baba
has filled the goddesses with feelings of being bestowers. When children and devotees go in front of the
goddesses, they go back with one or another attainment or experience. The sustenance that the Dadis have
given at the confluence age – these goddesses are memorials of that. Here too, Baba has sat Dadi high up.

Then, in her angelic form, Dadi came down. Baba said: Child, feed this bhog to Dadi. I said: I have brought
everyone’s remembrance. Baba said: All Baba’s children are coming, just for Dadi, and they have one or
another thought. Dadi also understands the thoughts of the Brahmin children. Saying this, Baba fed Dadi
bhog with a lot of love and affection. Baba made her accept bhog with just as much love with which it was
carried there. Everyone’s remembrance reaches Dadi. Baba is also giving special sakaash to Dadi in the
subtle region and then Baba will send Dadi on unlimited service. Then, Baba and Dadi gave everyone
loving remembrance and carrying this, I came back down.
13) 07/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, as I went to the subtle region with bhog, I saw that many of Baba’s children were sitting very close
to Baba. Many more children were coming close to Baba, Dadi was also sitting there. Dadi too, like a
special magnet, was pulling the Brahmin children. Just seeing all this, a huge gathering was formed. With
sweet drishti and a smile Baba said: Who is in everyone’s heart? I replied: Baba is sitting in everyone’s
heart. Baba said: All the children are sitting in Baba’s heart. Today, Baba has especially made the sisters
from abroad emerge. In all the children’s mind and in their hearts, Dadi was sitting as an image of love.
The way Dadi used to give sustenance to the Brahmin children, the way she used to embrace the inner soul,
the way she used to feed everyone toli, all of that love used to penetrate within them. According to the time,
everyone is receiving Dadi’s love and with that love, all of Baba’s children have emerged in the subtle
region. Baba wouldn’t normally make such a huge gathering and so many children emerge in the subtle
region, but Dadi’s love was pulling all the children. Now, they all have time and so all of them sit in
remembrance of Baba and Dadi with concentration. Today, there was a special splendour of Baba’s children
in the subtle region. Each Brahmin child was signalling towards Baba for their own effort and was asking
Baba. Baba, too, was giving a signal to each child knowing what was in each one’s heart. Everyone was
having thoughts about Dadi. Baba was giving each one a golden wand like a flower, then Baba said: This
wand is like a flag of victory for you children. Saying this, Baba gave love and remembrance from the heart
to all the brothers and sisters, and even the sisters from abroad, who were there. Then, bhog was placed in
front of Baba and Dadi. Dadi was also being attracted with all the love. Dadi said: You have brought so
much, Dadi did not used to eat so much in the sakar form. Baba said: You are now in the subtle region.
Baba made Dadi accept bhog with a lot of love. Dadi was smiling a lot within and was very happy. Baba’s
vision and Dadi’s vision was falling on everyone and they were all experiencing themselves to be very
powerful. This was what I was feeling in the subtle region. Dadi and Baba gave everyone a lot of love.
Accepting the love and remembrance, I came down. Om shanti.
14) 08/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
I reached Baba in the subtle region with the bhog. As I arrived there, I saw Baba was in the form of the
Ocean of Love and many souls were coming close to Baba and close to Dadi. I also went and conveyed the
love and remembrance of the senior brothers and sisters to Baba and the Dadis. Baba said: The child
continues to fly with everyone’s love, she continues to tour around because however many Brahmin children
there are, whether they are sitting in small places, in the Gita pathshalas or at the centres, the atmosphere and
the present time is pulling everyone to Baba, to Madhuban and to Dadi. Dadi continues to dance with that
love. Baba said: Dadi is receiving love from the Brahmin family and also from the world. Dadi has always
moved along on that basis. Even now, until the last, she gave sustenance to the Brahmin children and gave
them love and she has continued to move along according to that. It is good that the children’s time and
their breath is being used in a worthwhile way. Time is moving according to its own speed, but now this has
come to make Baba’s children move forward. Now, children have to make the atmosphere at present very
powerful. In the beginning, Baba had kept the children inside the yagya. No matter what was happening
outside, all were safe inside. In the same way, wherever Baba’s children are, they are staying under the
canopy of protection of Baba, the seniors and the Dadis, and so you have to make yourselves very powerful
and full.
After giving this message, I had placed the bhog tray there, and Baba said: Today is the special 13th day and
I have especially brought 36 varieties of bhog. Baba smiled and said: In the golden age, you will have 36
and 56 varieties of bhog. Child, you have brought bhog at the confluence age. I said: Everyone has a lot of
love for Dadi and because of that love, bhog has been prepared in many places and brought for Dadi. Baba
reminded everyone of the earlier times, that in those days, they used to have so much love for one another,

that when one family would make something, they would feed it at another house too. In one way or
another, the love amongst the children in the Brahmin family was visible. Seeing the bhog, Dadi was very
pleased within her mind and looking at the plate, she said: Where should I begin to eat from? Baba said:
You just sit still and Baba will feed you. Then Baba fed Dadi bhog with a lot of love.
I then said to Baba and Dadi: What blessing will you give everyone now? Dadi smiled for a moment and
said: According to the present time, Brahmin children have to have the power of yoga, and make their
vibrations so powerful, let the vibrations of Shantivan be so powerful that any soul that comes in the near
future feels that truly there is a powerful energy in this place. This is what Dadi said. I then said: Dadi,
today, so much bhog and so many fruits have come for you, so you can give to everyone. Baba then said:
Dadi was a number one bestower.
15) 09/04/20 – Message from Rukmaniben
Today, taking remembrance of all the Brahmin family and the bhog, I came close to Baba in the subtle
region. Just then, I saw that Baba had sat Dadi there in a beautiful dress. Dadi was looking very beautiful in
the subtle region. Then I was seeing that near Dadi were all the Dadis of the advance party and they were
decorating Dadi beautifully from top to bottom. Someone was putting a bindi on Dadi, someone was putting
on bracelets, someone was putting a ring on her. The scene in the subtle region looked very beautiful. Just
then, everyone became emerged near Baba and Dadi. Seeing this scene, I was thinking in my mind that
Baba has decorated Dadi so beautifully and sat her in the subtle region. Then I said to Baba: Today, I have
come with many varieties of bhog for Dadi. Then I saw that near Baba and Dadi there were so many bhog
trays and Baba and Dadi were looking at each of those trays. Today, the sisters of the centre were also
emerged there. They were standing in two lines. All of them were passing by Dadi holding beautifully
decorated trays. This was a very beautiful scene, as though it was a scene from a royal court. Dadi was
personally giving a rose to each one of them. As well as giving the flower, Dadi was saying: Look, this is
not an ordinary flower. When all the petals of the flower are together, they look very beautiful, but when
they are separated they don’t look so beautiful. In the same way, all of you have to remain united with one
direction. This is your beauty. When Dadi was giving the flower, it was shining in its golden form.
Along with this, many brothers and sisters from many departments of Madhuban and Shantivan became
emerged near Baba and Dadi. Baba said: You have sustained all the Madhuban niwasis very well, and so
give each one of them a flower too. Dadi appeared to be in a very powerful and bright form. Giving
everyone a flower, she was also giving each one a blessing with her hand. Baba said: In the sakar form too,
Dadi used to make everyone full with blessings. The scene was a very beautiful one. All Baba’s children
were near Dadi. Dadi said: All are Baba’s beloved children. (Dadi incarnated for a short time and gave
everyone a flower with her own hands.)
In the end, Baba put a crown of light and might on Dadi and then said: Today, everyone has become full and
complete. Now you have become one who has a right to the tilak of the kingdom of the world. Now, Baba
will send you on a tour for world service. Today, Baba has made emerge the whole Brahmin family in front
of you in the subtle region. You have also satisfied everyone. From time to time, Baba will call you to the
subtle region.
Then Baba made Dadi accept bhog, and also made the advance party souls accept the special bhog from
Madhuban. Then Dadi said: Now, whatever service Baba sends me on, I will be present on that service.
Then Dadi gave love and remembrance to all the brothers and sisters of all the service places and of
Madhuban and accepting that love and remembrance, I came down. Om shanti.
***OM SHANTI***

